Las Vegas Welcomes Visiting Top German Coach Marcus Schneider!
Top level junior and pro tennis coaches are in a class onto themselves. They are sources of
information and strategic insight that work tirelessly at their skills, looking for every possible
way to excel at what they are doing. I have been fortunate to come across such a coach who is
visiting us from Germany who is undeniably one of the prominent coaches for the past two
decades.
Marcus Schneider is a native and citizen of Germany with over 25 years of WTA and ITF
coaching experience and is one of the small percentage of coaches who has risen to the very top
of our industry. Numerous highly successful junior and professional tennis players credit their
success to Marcus’ unique and highly qualified coaching style and he has coached his players in
major grand slam events including Wimbledon, US Open, and French Open.

“I have been fortunate to work with the
players that I have. It is all about the players
who have given me such great opportunities
and the one thing that I expect above all is that
a player has to be willing show sincere work
ethic in order to be the best. It’s a requirement
that I am uncompromising on.”
– Marcus Schneider

Player Successes
Marcus began his coaching career with young German player Andrea
Glass when she was just 12 years old. In 1991, Andrea won the
prestigious Orange Bowl tournament. By the year 1999 he further
developed Andrea into the world #57 WTA singles player and career
high in doubles # 85 (2000). Glass career highlights include reaching
the third round of the Australian Open, where she lost to Anna
Kournikova former #8 in the world. Glass also won the German Tennis
Championship in both singles and doubles, partnering Barbara Rittner,
in 1997. She played for Germany in the Fed Cup from 1998 to 2001.

“I credit Marcus with much of my success as my long time coach and good friend”
said Glass.
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In 2013 he also worked extensively with Swiss WTA player Conny Perrin currently ranked #410
and a career high singles ranking of #257 (2011) and in 2013 peaked at world number #159 in
the doubles rankings. Perrin has won five singles and eight doubles titles on the ITF tour in her
career.
Further WTA tour players that Marcus has coached include Jenny Hopkins (Dent) #52, Carmen
Klaschka #167, Yulia Beygelzimer #83, and Marta Marrero #47.

Tennis Philosophy
Marcus was exposed to the German tennis scene as a young tennis player who had some
moderate successes having won local tournaments in his home town of Frankfurt. “I’ve always
known from the beginning I was a much better coach than a player” said Marcus. Much of the
knowledge he gained is credited to his tennis coach and mentor Mr. Larry Cooper, an American
working in Germany. Mr. Cooper’s philosophy and style influenced him in profound ways and
helped shape his personal philosophy of playing and coaching the game of tennis. He has taken
all of what he’s learned over the past three decades of playing, and then coaching at his own
tennis school in Germany and abroad, to develop a style of coaching and mentoring that has had
proven results.

“Every player can learn to play at a high level if they are taught the right way.
If the player gives the commitment then only the coaching is the difference.”
Having the right coach is mission critical to any tennis player’s success. Marcus believes every
player can learn to play at a high level if they are taught the right way. If the player gives the
commitment then only the coaching is the difference. In his 25 years of training professional and
junior athletes he often sees variations of the same problem. The primary issue is often a
combination of footwork and fitness which allows (or prevents) the player to move well to the
ball and get in the correct position. He can't say enough how important it is for players to be in
correct position to hit the ball in the strike-zone. After developing this basic skill, players then
work on technique and learn to execute all the shots properly. The next goal is the ability to
repeat each shot consistently within a game style that is appropriate for the player. This is the
only way to create confidence. He believes in practicing hard for quality instead of quantity.
"More" is actually "less" in the game of tennis. It is better for example to practice drills correctly
in a hard way for 1.5 to 2 hours then to work with less attention for 4 hours continuously. The
extra time should then be spending in the gym doing proper exercises to improve the player's
fitness and movement. It is also important that any conditioning program be designed to fit the
player's age and body type. In the modern professional game you will see it is not only the
player's skill but now the athlete's physical condition which makes the difference. He also
focuses on the importance of mental toughness. Players need to be mentally strong to compete
well and there are many ways a player can become mentally strong.

